winned this box for Singing Season, Jan. '08
winned this entire box for Whistling Season, Jan. '04
the dry sounds of Missourian accent (as in Harry Truman, Clifford Shearer)
--as if they were talking through 00
Here was a Stanley you could imagine hiring wolfers and secretaries, and arranging a million acres into a national forest.
How about a reload? - i.e., another drink?

possible use: Stanley in the cabin, pouring another drink: Time for a reload.
--Nothing the matter with that. (general approval, as of scenery)
Stanley first appears in a way reminiscent of when he first shows up in Eng Crk?
--or calls on Angus at schoolhouse? or makes rounds of the homesteaders?
--introduces himself: "I guess I'm the bogeyman." (meaning he's the ranger for the
nat forest they've dreaded)
- turns back inside of his vest,
  showing pine tree badge
- Angus: trees elected you sheriff, have they?
- S: Not exactly, trees. Mr. Theodore Roosevelt
  
  "S: To tell you the truth, I'm making up a job as I go along."
I had some earlier goes at it.

(Stanley, about his life in Mont. before becoming ranger)
Stanley's early days as ranger

(see "Roughneck Pioneers" piece in Ideas file)
The going was good.
as as people: Missouri or Missouri (use c Stanley?)
Stanley Meisell
Stanley:

— before she married Mac, did Stanley make a try at her? and she turned him down?

— did Stanley's marriage break up? or is he still married and his wife left him?

— Jick finds S's life impossibly complicated
Dell Stark diary, April 15

out herding, he carried "a whiskey bottle full of water as I like them (it) when there's just enough liquor to taint the water."

_ saw c Stanley at fire camp._
Stanley rode the Two before it ever was a national forest. Rode it, that is, as a cowhand when the 00 ranch ran cattle (or sheep) in the foothills...

or: as campjack

or: as association rider...
Stanley becomes to Jick as Toussaint to Mac: interpreter, or conveyor, of the past
Minnow: miscalls Gustafson "Gufferson"

Stanley
Stanley braided horsehair quirts and bridles until he thought his fingers would curl...
Stanley disgraced by fire behavior in '29—Glacier Park fire, or fictitious one on English Creek?

use 1910 fire season material from Choteau Acantha
Glen Smith
reel 7, p. 1--Kootenai river log drivers called "river pigs"

Stanley M. spent a season as a river pig.
Stanley, on Wash. sheepmen shipping bands onto Resvtn:

How those Washongtoniacs made could make money that way, I never did understand.

Ranchers in this country just had to trail theirs a matter of miles, and here these guys would boxcar 'em in from around Ellensburg or someplace...